NORB SLOWIKOWSKI
WHO

IS HE?

✧ Norb Slowikowski is a nationally known
Productivity Consultant and professional
trainer who works on all aspects of
Management Development.

✧ A self-made businessman, Norb spent ten
years with McDonald’s Corporation and
has a Masters Degree in Industrial Relations
from Loyola University in Chicago.

✧ An entrepreneur for 25 years, Norb has
gained results with Fortune 500 companies
as well as over 150 companies in the
Construction Industry.

WHAT

DOES HE DO?

The Leading Edge of
Productivity

✧ The power of Norb’s training lies in his
unceasing commitment to achieve the
leading EDGE in your organization:
Excellence for all. Customizes
programs to meet specific company
needs and goals.
Designs training programs that
include job-related situations.
Grow people to meet the challenge
of continuous improvement.
Empowering people to become
proactive, not reactive.

“Invest in your people
and they’ll invest in you.”

RESULTS-ORIENTED,
DYNAMIC
PRESENTATIONS
IN

Key Training Programs

MANAGEMENT

✧ Dynamics of Supervision

DEVELOPMENT

✧ The Productivity Prescription
✧ Leadership Dynamics

AND

PRODUCTIVITY

Norb has many other

IMPROVEMENT.

dynamic programs that
he customizes to meet
specific client needs. His
extraordinary rate of repeat
business is a testament to
customer satisfaction.

RESULTS

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

“Norb has worked with us for the last three years
and needless to say, he has transformed our
company from disarray to complete productivity.
He helped us implement a TQM (Total Quality
Management) program throughout our company.
He’s great and it works!”
President of Company with 200 employees

“Norb’s seminar, ‘The Productivity Prescription’
changed our foremen’s work habits almost overnight.
He taught essential skills for to make our foremen
more effective on the job. Our productivity has
increased and we don’t have anyone.”

Kodak
McDonald’s
Clark Material Handling
The Harver Company
Shearer Construction
Sheehan Construction
The Luse Companies
Cook Nuclear Power
Commonwealth Edison

President of Contracting Company with
150 employees

Seymour of Sycamore

“Norb’s approach is fantastic. He gives people the
tools they need to do their job in a manner of
excellence. I’ve never seen anyone like him. He
delivers the goods and leaves his clients with
concrete methods that are easy to implement on
a daily basis.”
President of Fortune 500 Company,
600 employees

Extruded Metals
Norwood Marketing Systems
Anning-Johnson
Denver Drywall
Block Electric
Welch Drywall

“I took Norb’s Dynamics of Supervision’ six module
skills building seminar and all I can say is, WOW!
I am a foreman for a construction company and I
now use the skills he taught me on the job on a
daily basis. He’s a great teacher who is easy to
understand and gives proven techniques that
make things work more effectively on the job.”
Foreman

Krusinski Construction
Borg Mechanical Contracting
Block Electric
AWCI-Newsletter Contributor
PAMCANI
Construction Employers Association
Harper College
Chicago Construction Safety Council
Coilcraft
Gypsum Systems
Henrietta Building Supplies

YOU

CONTACT NORB!
CAN REACH NORB ANYTIME
PHONE (630) 910-8920
FAX (630) 910-8922 OR
EMAIL HIM AT
norbslow@netscape.net
www.slowcow.com

Simpson Electric
AT:

Spoleta Construction
21st Century Coatings Corp.
St. Louis Painting & Decorating

